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AdvoBot
Designed to help to pick
and carry tasks in
warehouses, retails, and
manufacturing facilities.
AdvoBot PR-200 can
function fully autonomously.
It is able to work with other
robots as a fleet. It can
move to the active nodes
either with commands from
the web interface, buttons,
or sensors that can detect
the packages. Through the
IoT system, robots can be
controlled easily even from
outside of the facility

Robot’s statuses such as;
internal and external
diagnostics, charge state,
and location information can
be accessed from your web
browser. Neither
downloading nor installing
any application is necessary.
PR-200 helps workers by
decreasing their walking
distance by 50% and
increases the performance
by 2 - 3 times. It is designed
to have a low power
consumption and low
maintenance demand for
years.

2x COLLECTION RATE
50% LESS ROAD
2-4 WEEKS INSTALLATION TIME
15 MIN NEWBIE TRAINING
ROI IN 12-18 MONTHS
100 W/H ENERGY CONSUMPTION
LOW MAINTENANCE COST

advoard.com

Design by Freepik

System Features
Advobot developed for e-commerce and retail warehouses. Designed for the needs of
the sector.

Web Control
IoT

Interactive Screen

Online SLAM
Mapping

1.5 m/s
Max Speed

1 Hour
Fast Charging

6 Meters
Lidar

200 Kg
Max Payload

100 Robot
Fleet Control
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Dynamic Continous Durable
Increase your warehouse performance with dynamically controllable and durable
mobile robots.

Design by Freepik

AdvoApp
40% faster and 95% less incorrect orders with the AdvoApp. A smart
screen on the robot that shows the adress and features of the product. Next
orders are listed on the screen for workers to find the next picking point
faster.

advoard.com

Robot Properties
https://www.advoard.com/dashboard/pages/robot-properties

Robot Properties
https://www.advoard.com/dashboard/pages/robotproperties

AdvoDash
AdvoDash developed by the needs of the e-commerce and retail sectors to
control the AdvoBot. It is posssible to control and customize the AdvoBot
through user friendly interface. AdvoDash allows mapping and control of
user authantication options. It can be integrated with WMS easily and can
work independently
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YT 200
Autonomous mobile robots
(AMR) have become an
important part to ensure
continuity in production
lines with precise, dynamic,
and fast solutions. AMRs
which were produced by
ADVOARD, approach to the
docking stations and
loading bands with a few
centimeters of error level.
We do this without any
additional sensors, only
with our special docking
algorithms.

Through the IoT system,
robots can be controlled
easily even from outside of
the factory. Robot’s
statuses such as; internal
and external diagnostics,
charge state, and location
information can be
accessed from the web
browser, without
downloading or installing
any application.

200 KG LOAD CAPACITY
24 HOURS SERVICE
1.5 M/S SPEED
USER FRIENDLY INTERFACE
ROI IN 12-18 MONTHS
100 W/H ENERGY CONSUMPTION
LOW MAINTENANCE COST
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RPA 1000
Designed to be a smart
advertisement board and a
guide in indoor areas.
Necessary and anticipated
feedbacks are analyzed
and reported fully
autonomously within
preferred time intervals.
Advoard RPA-1000 is
capable of providing
bounce rate, CTR, CR,
CPA, CPC, EPC, EPV, and
visit duration data for each
advertisement separately
within its reports.

It can also report
predictions concerning
gender and age and
whether they wear masks
or not by respecting the
protection of personal data.
Optionally RPA-1000 can
check the environment
temperature, air quality for
moisture, dust, and gas
rate analytics and print
them on a map in real-time.

AGE - GENDER ANALYSIS
HEAT MAP
STOCK TRACKING
15 MIN NEWBIE TRAINING
ROI IN 12-18 MONTHS
100 W/H ENERGY CONSUMPTION
LOW MAINTENANCE COST
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VA 1500
Designed to sterilize the
large-scale facilities. Target
regions are sterilized fully
autonomously with regard
to labor safet requirements.
Advoard VA-1500 is
capable of disinfecting
4000 meter per square
regions in one hour with a
%99.99 rate of sterilization.
This device uses the cold
fogging technique and
different from UV-C and
other solutions, it is
capable of removing the
majority of threats

Sterilization with UV-C light
is also required to be at
most 1 meter away from the
target region and it must be
applied for about 2 minutes
to purify the surface.
Therefore, cold fogging,
which is provided by
VA-1500, is a more efficient
and effective technique.
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1.500 M DISINFECTATION
1500 WATT ULV
20 LITER LIQUID TANK
LOW MAINTENANCE COST
15 METER SPRAYING RANGE
100 W/H ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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Address
10032 Sok. No: 2/A İTOB
Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Tekeli
Menderes / İZMİR
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E-mail
info@advoard.com
Phone
+90 232 799 0200
Website
advoard.com

advoard.com

